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FENG SHUI
2018

TIPS

Chinese Zodiac in the year
of the Earth Dog.

THE RAT
The Year of the Earth Dog 2018 is a year of rest with long-term 
beneficial effects, during which the natives of the Year of the Rat feel 
the need to take the time to rest and recharge, away from the noisy 
movement of the world.

By 2018, the Rat can expect to live a fairly mixed year overall. The first 
sign-animal of the Chinese calendar is forced to redouble his efforts 
and to be particularly patient when it concerns his private life.

Score of the Year of the Dog 2018 for the Rat: 5/10

Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Rat: “Let it go”

THE OX In 2018 the patience of the Ox is put to strain. Yet, the year is rather 
good overall.

Within the home, the lack of discernment and understanding in the 
couple can be the cause of transient disputes. The unfair sharing of an 
important property in the eyes of the Ox also risks to put him out of 
his mind.

However, the Ox must learn to master his anger, and be careful not to 
exceed the limits with his relatives and loved ones. During the Year of 
the Earth Dog 2018, the Ox has the opportunity to learn that everyo-
ne doesn’t have the same strength and dedication as he has.

Score of the Year of the Dog 2018 for the Ox: 6/10

Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Ox: “The choice”
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THE TIGER
During the Year of the Earth Dog 2018, the Tiger learns to share, and 
gives a second chance to those who really deserve it, starting with 
himself.

2018 is a rather good year for the Tiger. The fact that the Tiger is in the 
same affinity triangle as the Dog, animal of the year 2018, allows him 
to be immune to important problems he could face during this period. 
However, some bad surprises of no real gravity risk to annoy the Tiger 
sufficiently to make him loose his temper.

Like many other signs of the Chinese calendar during the year 2018, 
the Tiger is led to work a lot and to give of his time much more than 
usual.
Score of the year of the Dog of Earth 2018 for the Tiger: 7/10
Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Tiger: “The infatuation”

THE RABBIT During the Year of the Earth Dog 2018, the worries of the previous 
years finally dissipate, while the Rabbit begins to gather the fruit of his 
efforts.

2018 is a very beautiful year for the Rabbit. Whether in love or in 
business, the Chinese Lunar year of 2018 is also an opportunity for the 
Rabbit to bring order to his business.

The Rabbit can hope to meet success in all the areas he devotes him-
self to during the Year of the Earth Dog 2018. The Rabbit also mana-
ges with grace and skill to circumvent any situations of tension or crisis 
that he faces in 2018.

Score of the Year of the Dog 2018 for the Rabbit: 7/10
Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Rabbit: “The harvest”

THE DRAGON

For the Dragon, the year 2018 is a perfect period to refocus on himself 
and to put his affective and financial life back in order.

In the compatibility tables of Chinese astrology, the sign of the Dragon 
is in opposition with the sign of the Dog. Therefore, the Year of the 
Dog 2018 is not really giving any rest to the Dragon. He’s actually 
rather less at ease than he was in 2017. 

Score of the Year of the Dog 2018 for the Dragon: 5/10
Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Dragon: “Caution”
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THE SNAKE On a general level, the Snake develops an in-depth reflection on his 
values and priorities, which allow him to better sort the usefulness of 
the superfluous in his daily life, and to solidify his socio-professional 
position.

However, before attempting to consolidate his achievements, the 
Snake must first of all get rid of the superficial elements of his envi-
ronment, and especially seek to distance himself from individuals who 
insidiously prevent him from progressing. For the Snake, 2018 is more 
about changing direction and restructuring his ambitions, rather than 
considering a profound change in his life and aspirations.

Score of the Year of the Dog 2018 for the Snake: 6/10
Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Snake:  “The cleanup”

THE HORSE A year of reconciliation with your old abandoned dreams.
The Horse in 2018 must remain humble and not take his dreams for 
realities. Indeed, people born during a Year of the Horse tend to be 
highly self-satisfied, and bewildered at their own accomplishments.

During the Year of the Dog 2018, the Horse is more centered on the 
needs of his home and family. It’s for the better, because it’s a period 
during which his plans for long distant journeys are put on hold.

Score of the Year of the Earth Dog 2018 for the Horse: 6/10
Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Horse: “Devotion”

THE DRAGON In 2018, the Goat (Sheep) learns to say no and manages to prioritize 
his personal goals for himself against the desires of his loved ones. He 
also realizes that he must rely only on himself to advance in life and 
succeed in his projects.
The year of the Dog 2018 is a mixed period for people born during the 
Year of the Goat in the Chinese calendar, even though sustained effort 
and altruism are to be rewarded to their true value. The Goat must 
therefore prepare to redouble his efforts in order to attain his objec-
tives. On a professional level, it isn’t the best of times to start up new 
projects. The Goat must rather be patient and focus on the ongoing 
building of projects launched in 2017, the Year of the Fire Rooster. 
Similarly, only the Goats who previously succeeded in designing their 
project against all odds, despite many moments of doubt and hesi-
tation, can expect their investments to finally begin to materialize in 
2018.

Score of the Year of the Earth Dog 2018 for the Goat: 6/10
Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Goat: “Re-assessment”
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THE GOAT

In 2018, the Goat (Sheep) learns to say no and manages to prioritize 
his personal goals for himself against the desires of his loved ones. He 
also realizes that he must rely only on himself to advance in life and 
succeed in his projects.

The year of the Dog 2018 is a mixed period for people born during the 
Year of the Goat in the Chinese calendar, even though sustained effort 
and altruism are to be rewarded to their true value. The Goat must 
therefore prepare to redouble his efforts in order to attain his objec-
tives. On a professional level, it isn’t the best of times to start up new 
projects. The Goat must rather be patient and focus on the ongoing 
building of projects launched in 2017, the Year of the Fire Rooster. 

Similarly, only the Goats who previously succeeded in designing their 
project against all odds, despite many moments of doubt and hesi-
tation, can expect their investments to finally begin to materialize in 
2018.

Score of the Year of the Earth Dog 2018 for the Goat: 6/10
Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Goat: “Re-assessment”

THE MONKEY By 2018, the Monkey would do well to cultivate wisdom and common 
sense in order to learn to accept his past mistakes with philosophy.

During the course of 2018, the Monkey can expect a stagnation of the 
projects that are close to his heart. Thus, the Monkey is led to fight on 
several fronts at the same time, while keeping a watchful eye on am-
bivalent people, whom he must keep at a distance while letting them 
believe that they have his full cooperation. 

Disputes or misunderstandings are to be expected at business mee-
tings, on budget issues or conflicts of interest concerning the leaders-
hip of his company.

Score of the Year of the Earth Dog 2018 for the Monkey: 7/10
Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Monkey: “The Percep-
tion”
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THE ROSTER
The Year of the earth Dog 2018 is a favorable year for the Rooster,
during which the 10th sign of the Chinese calendar may consider to 
start new projects, following his boastings during the previous year, 
the Year of the Fire Rooster 2017.

2018 is a good year for the Rooster, as it is placed under the sign of 
protection and regeneration. The obstacles are important but far from 
insurmountable for the well-informed Rooster. Fertile encounters and 
many trips away from home are to be expected, which will add spices 
to the hectic life of the Rooster. 

New friendships with people of diverse backgrounds greatly enrich 
the social life of the Rooster in 2018. In business, private relations 
can become part of the business negotiations undertaken by the 10th 
Chinese zodiac sign of the Lunar calendar.

Score of the Year of the Earth Dog 2018 for the Rooster: 6/10
Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Rooster:
“The organization”

THE DOG The Year of the Earth Dog 2018 is an opportunity for the Dog to 
consolidate his achievements and to renew his motivation. In 2018, 
happiness is at the door of the Dog, and he only needs to reach out to 
grasp it.

The Chinese New Year 2018 marks the beginning of the renewal of the 
astral cycle of the Dogs. In recent years, many people born during the 
Year of the Dog have had to face and overcome many obstacles. 

Whether at work or in their private life, sometimes painful situations 
have forged the character of the Dogs, so many of them were cons-
trained to learn how to become less altruistic in order to preserve 
themselves. Unfortunately, this may also have resulted in increased 
loneliness, or in the loss of essential components of their living envi-
ronment.

Score of the Year of the Earth Dog 2018 for the Monkey: 8/10
Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Monkey: “A New Start”
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THE PIG
During the Year of the Earth Dog 2018, the Pig reconciles himself with 
the fundamental values f respect and attention to others. The Pig also 
benefits from the year 2018 to restore order in his sentimental and 
friendly life.

In 2018, the Pig faces his anxieties and the errors of judgment he may 
have committed in the past. Financial matters can cause him trouble 
and upset his habits, knowing that the Pig loves his comfort. The Pig 
must take great care of his expenses, especially in the middle of the 
year, and particularly around May 2018, at the risk of being caught up 
in money problems or realizing too late that he has invested at a loss
.
Score of the Year of the Earth Dog 2018 for the Pig: 5/10
Chinese New Year 2018’s resolution for the Pig: “Awareness”
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LUCKY COLORS OF THE YEAR
TIPS

for the 12 zodiac sign of the chinese 

Related Elements

Metal, Wood

Wood, Fire

Metal, Water

Water, Fire

Metal

Wood, Water

Metal, Wood, Water

Metal, Water

Wood, Fire

Water, Wood

Fire, Wood, Water

Wood

Chinese zodiac 

Rat 

Ox (Buffalo)

Tiger

Rabbit (Hare, Cat)

Dragon

Snake

Horse

Goat (Sheep)

Monkey

Rooster (Chicken)

Dog

Pig (Boar) 

Lucky colors 2018

White, Lemon Green, Emerald Green

Apple Green, Vermilion Red

White, Light Grey, Ultramarine

Turquoise Blue, Carmine Red

White, Gold

Turquoise Green, Cyan Blue

White, Larch Green, Blue

White, Prussian Blue

Khaki Green, Orange Red

Klein Blue, Pine Green

Red, Apple Green, Sky Blue

Green
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Chinese New Year 
Fashion Ideas

BUSINESS

It’s not necessary to wear red and gold on Chine-

se New Year, or in fact wear a traditional Chinese 

outfit. 

5 ways to celebrate Chinese New Year in style.

01
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Get creative and go for silky, shiny, velvety or even sheer to give 

the party look and match with accessories that hint oriental. It 

could be a floral piece, or motives with butterflies or nature. 

02

03

04

05
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20 ideas of
modern-traditional wears

We are in 2018 now and it’s all about modernising style and fashion. Here are 

some ideas of how to spice up the traditional Cheongsam or Qipao silhouette.
01

02
03

04 05

06

07

08
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SNEAK PEEK OUR 2018
COLLECTIONS

Mix and match our collection 
with your suitebale
Fashion Style


